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In this paper we consider squarefree polynomials over Þnite Þelds whose gcd with
their reciprocal and Frobenius conjugate polynomial is trivial, respectively. Our focus
is on the enumeration of these special sets of polynomials, in particular, we give the
number of squarefree palindromes. These investigations make it possible to estimate
the eƒciency of the prefactorization of polynomials over Þnite Þelds based on such
gcd calculations. ( 1999 Academic Press
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The factorization of polynomials over Þnite Þelds is a basic problem of
computer algebra whose investigation is particularly motivated by applica-
tions in coding theory and cryptology. Deterministic factorization algorithms
are known but they require a lot of time for polynomials of high degree.
Therefore, we study the eƒciency of computing the gcd of a given polynomial
f3F
q
[x] and its image with respect to ’ :F
q
[x]PF
q
[x] for the purpose of
a prefactorization of f. For that the mapping ’ is to be choosen in such a way
that the roots of ’ ( f ) are closely related to the ones of f in order to be able to
describe the polynomials gcd( f, ’ ( f )) explicitly. Moreover, the resulting
factors of f are then of a special form.
Let f be a squarefree monic polynomial of degree d over F
q
satisfying
f (0)O0. The assumption on f to be squarefree is common practice, since
eƒcient methods exist for reducing the factorization problem to squarefree
polynomials. Further, let f (x)"+d a xi . Then the reciprocal polynomiali/0 i
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ENUMERATION OF SPECIAL POLYNOMIALS 113f * is deÞned by
f * (x)"xd f (x~1)" d+
i/0
a
d~i
xi .
In case f (x)"f * (x), one calls f a self-reciprocal polynomial or palindrome (cf.
[1]). For ’ we consider the following two mappings
“ :F
q
[x]PF
q
[x], f>f */a
0
, d(k) :F
q
[x]PF
q
[x], f> d+
i/0
apk
i
xi,
where p is the characteristic of F
q
and 14k4n!1 for n"DF
q
:F
p
D . The
advantage of this choice is founded on the following result.
PROPOSITION 1.1. ‚et a be a root of f. „he fK (a~1)"f d(k)(apk)"0.
Let I"Ma
1
,2, adN be the set of the pairwise distinct roots of f. Further-
more, we denote by I
1
the maximal subset of I closed with respect to
inversion. The polynomial
gcd( f, fK )"<
a|I1
(x!a)
is a Þxed-point of “ .
On the other hand, gcd( f, f d(k) ) is not necessarily a polynomial with
coeƒcients in the subÞeld F
pk
of F
q
for any divisor k of n. With I deÞned as
above, we have
gcd ( f, f d(k))"<
a|I1
(x!a),
where I
1
"I
1
WFrk (I)"Ma
i
:ap~k
i
3IN and Fr denotes the Frobenius auto-
morphism x>xp of F
q
/F
p
. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider factors of the
form gcd( f, f d(k), f d(2k),2). The polynomial gcd ( f, f d(k) , f d(2k),2, f d(ik)),
14i4n/k!1 is deÞned in F
pk
[x] if and only if the corresponding set of
roots I
i
"Ma
j
:ap~k
j
, ap~2k
j
,2, ap~ikj 3IN is closed with respect to Frk.
PROPOSITION 1.2. „he set I
n@k~1
as above is closed with respect to Frk for
any squarefree monic polynomial over F
q
of degree d with nonzero constant term.
Proof. Let a3I
n@k~1
, i.e. a is a common root of f, f d(k) , f d(2k),2, f d(n~k).
Note that f d(n)(x)"f (x). From Proposition 1.1 it follows immediately that
Frk(a)"apk3I . jn@k~1
114 ASTRID REIFEGERSTEFor obtaining a—not necessarily nontrivial—factor of f in F
pk
[x] via the
procedure described above, one has to determine at most n/k!1 gcds. We
shall conÞne ourselves the case k"n/2 for even n. Thus, assuming that q is
a square, the calculation of gcd( f, f d(n@2)) yields a factor of f with coeƒcients
in FJq
. This restriction makes it possible to consider both mappings simulta-
neously. For simplicity, we drop the symbol (n/2) in f d(n@2) . Furthermore,
throughout this paper we make the following convention: In using the
notation ’ both for the mapping “ and d, we tacitly assume for the latter that
the order of the underlying Þnite Þeld is a square.
The eƒciency of such a prefactorization can be measured by the probabil-
ity of the gcd( f, ’( f )) being nontrivial for a randomly selected squarefree
monic polynomial f of degree d over F
q
. So, we deÞne
PK (q, d)"
1!DM f3Fq[x] : f squarefree, monic, deg f"d, f (0)O0, gcd( f , f
K )3M1, f NND
DM f3F
q
[x]: f squarefree, monic, deg f"d, f (0)O0ND
and
Pd (q, d)"
1!DM f3Fq[x] : f squarefree, monic, deg f"d, f (0)O0, gcd( f , f
d )3M1, f NND
DM f3F
q
[x]: f squarefree, monic, deg f"d, f (0)O0ND .
For the determination of P“ and Pd we will solve three enumeration problems
which are introduced in the following sections.
2. NUMBER OF SQUAREFREE POLYNOMIALS
There are qd!qd~1 squarefree monic polynomials of degree d52 over F
q
(see [3, Theorem 6.4]). Using the same method of proof as in [3], we
determine the number of such polynomials with a nonzero constant term.
THEOREM 2.1. „he number pol
4&
(q, d) of squarefree monic polynomials
f3F
q
[x] of degree d52 satisfying f (0)O0 is given by
pol
4&
(q, d)"qd#(!1)d~1 ) 2A
(!q)d#q
q#1 B#(!1)d.
ENUMERATION OF SPECIAL POLYNOMIALS 115Proof. Any monic polynomial f3F
q
[x] with f (0)O0 can uniquely be
expressed as the product of a squarefree monic polynomial f
1
and of the
square of a monic polynomial f
2
, where f
i
(0)O0, i"1, 2. The character-
istic function of the monic polynomials over F
q
for which zero is not a root is
given by
1# =+
d/1
(q!1)qd~1zd" 1!z
1!qz ;
hence the characteristic function of the squares of such polynomials is
1# =+
d/1
(q!1)qd~1z2d" 1!z2
1!qz2 .
Thus, we obtain the characteristic function of squarefree monic polynomials
over F
q
with nonzero constant term as
A
1!z
1!qzB A
1!z2
1!qz2B
~1"A
1!z
1!z2B A
1!qz2
1!qz B ,
where
1!z
1!z2"
=
+
d/0
(1!z)z2d" =+
d/0
d %7%/
(!1)dzd# =+
d/1
d 0$$
(!1)dzd" =+
d/0
(!1)dzd ,
1!qz2
1!qz "
=
+
d/0
qdzd! =+
d/2
qd~1zd"1#qz# =+
d/2
(qd!qd~1)zd .
Therefore, the dth coeƒcient takes the form
pol
4&
(q, d )"d~2+
k/0
(!1)k(qd~k!qd~k~1)#(!1)d~1q#(!1)d
"qd!2qd~1#2qd~2!2qd~3#2#(!1)d~1) 2q#(!1)d
"qd#(!1)d~1 ) 2A
(!q)d#q
q#1 B#(!1)d. j
116 ASTRID REIFEGERSTE3. NUMBER OF SQUAREFREE PALINDROMES
The considerations of the preceding section can be applied—almost un-
changed—to the enumeration of squarefree self-reciprocal polynomials.
For the following it is useful to change the deÞnition of a palindrome f slightly
to requiring f"fK. In case char F
q
"2 the statements below hold in the same
way with the usual deÞnition. For odd q note that the polynomial x!1 is
Þxed with respect to the automorphism “ .
Any monic self-reciprocal polynomial f over F
q
can be written as
f"f
1
) f 2
2
,
where f
1
, f
2
are palindromes and moreover, f
1
is squarefree. On the other
hand, the product of self-reciprocal polynomials is again self-reciprocal.
These facts will allow us to determine the number of squarefree palindromes
based on characteristic functions.
LEMMA 3.1. ‚et pal(q, d ) be the number of monic self-reciprocal poly-
nomials of positive degree d over F
q
. „hen
pal(q, d)"G
qxd/2y, if q is even,
2q(d~1)@2 , if q and d are odd,
(q#1)q(d~2)@2, otherwise.
Proof. Let a
0
,2, ad3Fq be the coeƒcients of a palindrome f, where
a
d
"1. First assume that d is odd. Since a
0
a
i
"a
d~i
, i"1,2, (d!1)/2, one
can choose (d!1)/2 of the coeƒcients arbitrary in F
q
. By construction, fK is
a monic polynomial, f (0)"fK (0) holds if and only if a2
0
"1. Therefore, q(d~1)@2
monic palindromes of degree d exist in characteristic 2; if q is odd, we have
pal(q, d )"2q(d~1)@2.
In case of even degree d, the polynomial f has to satisfy not only the
condition above on the constant terms but also a
0
a
d@2
"a
d@2
. There are
q(d~2)@2 possibilities for choosing a
1
,2, ad@2~1 , ad@2‘1,2, ad~1 in Fq . If
a
0
"1 and, hence, a
d@2
3F
q
is arbitrary, the number of resulting polynomials
is equal to qd@2. Otherwise, in case a
0
"!1, which occurs for odd q only, one
has a
d@2
"0. This yields q(d~2)@2 further palindromes. j
According to the remarks preceding the lemma, the characteristic function
of the polynomials we want to enumerate is obtained as the quotient of
characteristic functions of monic palindromes and their squares, respectively.
For computing the characteristic function explicitly we have to treat two
cases depending on the characteristic of F
q
.
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First we consider the case of even characteristic of F
q
. By the previous
lemma, the characteristic function of monic self-reciprocal polynomials over
F
q
is given by
=
+
d/0
pal(q, d )zd
" =+
d/0
d %7%/
qd@2zd# =+
d/1
d 0$$
q(d~1)@2zd" =+
d/0
qdz2d# =+
d/0
qdz2d‘1" 1#z
1!qz2 .
Hence, we have for the characteristic function of the squares of such poly-
nomials
=
+
d/0
pal(q, d)z2d" 1#z2
1!qz4 .
Because of the uniqueness of the decomposition f"f
1
f 2
2
for monic palin-
drome f, we obtain the characteristic function of squarefree monic self-
reciprocal polynomials by
u (z)"A
1#z
1!qz2B A
1#z2
1!qz4B
~1"A
1#z
1#z2B A
1!qz4
1!qz2B . (1)
Denoting the factors in (1) by u
1
and u
2
, then
u
1
(z)" 1#z
1!(!z2)"
=
+
d/0
d %7%/
(!1)d@2zd# =+
d/1
d 0$$
(!1)(d~1)@2zd" =+
d/0
(!1)xd/2yzd
": =+
d/0
a(1)
d
zd ,
u
2
(z)"1!qz4
1!qz2"
=
+
d/0
d %7%/
qd@2zd! =+
d/4
d %7%/
qd@2~1zd
"1#qz2# =+
d/4
d %7%/
(qd@2!qd@2~1)zd": =+
d/0
a(2)
d
(q)zd.
118 ASTRID REIFEGERSTEThe number of squarefree monic palindromes of degree d is equal the dth
coeƒcient of u(z) which takes the form
d
+
k/0
a(1)
d~k
a(2)
k
(q)
"(!1)xd/2y#(!1)xd/2y~1q#
2)xd/2y
+
k/4
k %7%/
(!1)xd/2y~k@2 (qk@2!qk@2~1)
"(!1)xd/2y#(!1)xd/2y~1q#(!1)xd/2y(q2!q)#(!1)xd/2y~1 (q3!q2)
#2!(qxd/2y~1!qxd/2y~2)#(qxd/2y!qxd/2y~1)
"qxd/2y#2
xd/2y~1
+
i/1
(!1)xd/2y~iqi#(!1)xd/2y .
THEOREM 3.2. ‚et F
q
be of even characteristic. „hen the number pal
4&
(q, d )
of squarefree monic self-reciprocal polynomials of degree d over F
q
is given by
pal
4&
(q, 0)"pal
4&
(q, 1)"1, pal
4&
(q, 2)"pal
4&
(q, 3)"q!1,
pal
4&
(q, d)"qxd/2y#(!1)xd/2y~1 ) 2A
(!q)xd/2y#q
q#1 B#(!1)xd/2y, d54.
COROLLARY 3.3. If char F
q
"2 then pal
4&
(q, 2d)"pal
4&
(q, 2d#1) for
d3N
0
.
Proof. Obviously, the assertation follows from the formula for pal
4&
(q, d).
But because the set of roots of a monic palindrome are of a special form, the
corollary can also be shown without using the theorem. Consider a square-
free monic palindrome f3F
q
[x] of degree 2d#1, where d3N
0
and char
F
q
"2. In a suitable extension Þeld of F
q
the polynomial f decomposes into
f"(x!a
1
) (x!a
2
)2(x!a
2d‘1
) ,
where a~1
i
3Ma
1
,2, a2d‘1N, aiO0 for 14i42d#1. Since a"a~1 if and
only if a"1, all roots aO1 of f yield a pair of factors, namely x!a, x!a~1.
The odd number of linear factors implies that x#1 has to divide f. Since
f3F
q
[x] as above is arbitrary, any squarefree monic self-reciprocal poly-
nomial of degree 2d can be obtained as f /(x#1). j
3.2. CharacteristicO2
Assume now that the characteristic of F
q
is odd. Again we consider the
characteristic function of monic self-reciprocal polynomials over F
q
and of the
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=
+
d/0
pal(q, d )zd"1# =+
d/2
d %7%/
(q#1)q(d~2)@2zd# =+
d/1
d 0$$
2q(d~1)@2zd
"1# =+
d/1
qdz2d#z2 =+
d/0
qdz2d#2z =+
d/0
qdz2d"(1#z)2
1!qz2
and thus, the second is given by
=
+
d/0
pal(q, d)z2d"(1#z2)2
1!qz4 .
Hence, the characteristic function of squarefree monic self-reciprocal poly-
nomials is the product of the power series u(z) and u
1
(z) stated in Section 3.1.
Therefore, for the dth coeƒcient we have
b
d
(q) :" d+
k/0
(!1)xk/2y a
d~k
(q) , (2)
where a
d
(q) denotes the dth coeƒcient of u (z).
If d is even, we can reduce this term using Corollary 3.3. Because the
equality of a
2k
(q) and a
2k‘1
(q) for k3N
0
, (2) becomes
b
d
(q)"a
d
(q)#a
d~1
(q)!a
d~2
(q)!a
d~3
(q)#2#(!1)d@2~1a
1
(q)
#(!1)d@2a
0
(q)
"a
d
(q)"qd@2#2d@2~1+
i/1
(!1)d@2~iqi#(!1)d@2 .
In order to obtain a similarly compact formula for b
d
(q) in case of odd d, we
need the following lemma. According to the deÞnition of a characteristic
function, the coeƒcient b
d
(q) is the number of squarefree monic self-reciprocal
polynomials of degree d over F
q
denoted by pal
4&
(q, d) as before. Thus,
similarly to the proof of 3.3, we can use the structure of the set of roots of
monic palindromes.
LEMMA 3.4. ‚et charF
q
O2. „hen pal
4&
(q, 2d#1)"2pal
4&
(q, 2d)!
pal
4&
(q, 2d!1) for d3N.
Proof. The arguments are very similar to those for 3.3., except that a2"1
is now satisÞed by a"$1. Therefore, the odd number of linear factors
120 ASTRID REIFEGERSTEimplies that either x#1 or x!1 divides the palindrome f deÞned as in 3.3.
Without loss of generality, we assume the Þrst case. The polynomial
g"(x!1) f/(x#1)"gL has the same decomposition as f with the exception
of the factor x$1. f /(x#1)"g/(x!1) yields a squarefree monic poly-
nomial h"hK of degree 2d, where x$1 P h.
On the other hand, suppose that s3F
q
[x] is a squarefree monic palin-
drome of degree 2d!1 with x#1Ds. Similarly as above, we deÞne
t"(x!1)s/(x#1) satisfying t"tL . Thus, we obtain from (x!1)s"(x#1)t
a squarefree monic polynomial r of degree 2d such that r"rL and x$1 Dr
which gives the result pal
4&
(q, 2d)"pal
4&
(q, 2d#1)/2#pal
4&
(q, 2d!1)/2.
j
Iterating this equation, we obtain an expression of b
d
(q) or, equivalently, of
pal
4&
(q, d) for odd d in terms of b
2k
(q), where 04k4(d!1)/2, and thus,
a compact formula for the number of squarefree monic palindromes of odd
degree:
b
1
(q)"2"2b
0
(q)
b
3
(q)"2b
2
(q)!2b
0
(q)
F
b
d
(q)"2 d~1+
k/0
k %7%/
(!1)k@2b
d~1~k
(q)
"2 (d~3)@2+
k/0
(!1)k Aq(d~1)@2~k#2
(d~1)@2~1~k
+
i/1
(!1)(d~1)@2~k~iqi
#(!1)(d~1)@2~kB#(!1)(d~1)@2 ) 2
"2q(d~1)@2#4 (d~1)@2~1+
i/1
(!1)(d~1)@2~iqi#(!1)(d~1)@2 ) 2!2q(d~1)@2~1
!4 (d~1)@2~2+
i/1
(!1)(d~1)@2~1~iqi!(!1)(d~1)@2~1 ) 2
#2#(!1)(d~1)@2~1(2q!2)#(!1)(d~1)@2 ) 2
"2q(d~1)@2!6q(d~3)@2#10q(d~5)@2!14q(d~7)@2#2#(!1)(d~1)@2~1
) 2(d!3)q#(!1)(d~1)@2~1 ) 2q#(!1)(d~1)@2(d!1)#(!1)(d~1)@2 ) 2
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4&
(q, d) be as above and assume that charF
q
O2. „hen
pal
4&
(q, 0)"1, pal
4&
(q, 1)"2, pal
4&
(q, 2)"q!1, pal
4&
(q, 3)"2q!4,
pal
4&
(q, d)"qd@2#(!1)d@2~1 ) 2A
(!q)d@2#q
q#1 B#(!1)d@2, d54 even,
pal
4&
(q, d)"2q(d~1)@2#2 (d~3)@2+
i/1
(!1)(d~1)@2~i(d!2i)qi
#(!1)(d~1)@2(d#1), d55 odd.
Remark 3.6. Because of this expression as a polynomial in q, the number
pal
4&
(q, d) can easily be bounded. Note that the coeƒcients of
q, q2,2, qxd/2y~1 in pal4& (q, d ) either are constant or the distances between
neighbouring coeƒcients are the same. Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.5 show
that pal
4&
(q, d) is about qxd/2y and eqxd/2y in case char F
q
"2 and char F
q
O2,
respectively, where e"1 if d is even and e"2 otherwise. Therefore, the
probability that a randomly selected squarefree monic polynomial with
nonzero constant term of degree d over F
q
is self-reciprocal is roughly q~vd/2w
and eqvd/2w , respectively.
4. SQUAREFREE POLYNOMIALS WITH CONSTANT GCD
In order to determine the probability of nontrivial factors gcd( f, ’ ( f )) and
f /gcd( f,’( f )) of f, it remains to enumerate the squarefree monic polynomials
f over F
q
for which f and ’ ( f ) are relatively prime. We can apply the method
of characteristic functions again but we will be confronted with the following
problem.
Let f be a squarefree monic polynomial of degree d over F
q
with the
factorization
f"f
1
2f
m
,
where f
1
,2, fm3Fq[x] are distinct irreducible monic polynomials. Then f can
uniquely be written as a product of a squarefree monic Þxed-point
g"gcd ( f,’ ( f )) of ’ and a squarefree monic polynomial h satisfying
gcd(h, ’(h))"1; more precisely,
f"g ) h"A<
i|I1
f
i
<
i|I2
f
iB )A <
i|IC(I1XI2)
f
iB ,
122 ASTRID REIFEGERSTEwhere I"M1,2,mN, I1"Mi3I : fi"’ ( fi )N, I2"Mi3I :’ ( fi)Ofi , ’( fi ) D f N,
and f
i
as above. Note that this decomposition is also well-deÞned in case
’( f )"f d since we have the following result.
PROPOSITION 4.1. ‚et f3F
q2
[x]CF
q
[x] be a monic irreducible polynomial of
degree d. „he f f d is an irreducible polynomial of degree 2d over F
q
.
Proof. Let a be a root of f. Then we have
f"(x!a)(x!aq2 )2(x!aq2(d~1))
in the splitting Þeld of f. Analogously, we obtain for f dOf
f d"(x!aq) (x!aq3 )2(x!aq2(d~1)‘1) .
Therefore, f f d"<2d~1
i/0
(x!aqi )3F
q
[x] is irreducible, where deg f f d"2d.
j
On the other hand, the product of any squarefree monic polynomial
g"’ (g) and any one h satisfying gcd(h, ’(h))"1 is not necessarily square-
free. Let g
1
,2, gr3Fq[x] be the pairwise di⁄erent monic irreducible factors
of g. Then, either we have g
i
"’(g
i
), or ’ (g
i
)Og
i
is likewise an irreducible
factor of g. For j"1,2, s denote by hj the distinct monic irreducible factors
of h. Obviously, h
j
O’(h
j
) and ’(h
j
)P h for all j. The polynomial gh is not
squarefree if there exist i3M1,2, rN and j3M1,2, sN such that gi"hj , where
g
i
O’(g
i
).
Therefore, the method of characteristic functions requires the correction of
the number of squarefree monic polynomials of degree d over F
q
since we have
overcounted by some nonsquarefree polynomials. The corresponding terms
are denoted by CK (q, d) and Cd(q, d), respectively. So we obtain the number
tL
4&
(q, d) and td
4&
(q, d ) , respectively, of squarefree monic polynomials f3F
q
[x]
of degree d satisfying gcd( f , ’( f ))"1 from the dth coeƒcient of the power
series
+=
d/0
pol
4&
(q, d)zd#+=
d/0
CK (q, d)zd
+=
d/0
pal
4&
(q, d)zd
,
+=
d/0
pol
4&
(q, d)zd#+=
d/0
Cd(q, d )zd
+=
d/0
pol
4&
(Jq, d )zd
,
(3)
respectively.
4.1. Investigation of the „erms CK and Cd
In this section we study the structure of the terms CK (q, d) and Cd (q, d )
stated above.
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1
be a subset of the set of all monic irreducible Þxed-points of ’ in
F
q
[x]. Moreover, in case ’ ( f )"f d we suppose that xNM
1
. Further, we
denote by M
2
and M
3
, respectively, subsets of the set of monic irreducible
polynomials over F
q
which are di⁄erent from their image with respect to ’.
According to the construction, we have to enumerate the monic polynomials
f of degree d over F
q
with f (0)O0 for which
f"A <
fi|M1
f
iB A <
fi|M2
f
i
’ ( f
i
)B A <
fi|M3
f
iB , M2WM3O0. (4)
Set d
1
"+
fi|M1
deg f
i
, d
2
"2 +
fi|M2
deg f
i
, and d
3
"+
fi|M3
deg f
i
. So, one has
to check which of the polynomials of the form (4) are not squarefree for all
degree compositions (d
1
, d
2
, d
3
)4 d, satisfying d
2
, d
3
O0 and d
2
is even. It
suƒces to consider all possible products (4) for Þxed d
2
and d
3
. The factor
corresponding to the part d
1
is taken care of by multiplying the number of
nonsquarefree polynomials by mL (d
1
) and md(d
1
), respectively, where mL (d)
denotes the number of representations of a squarefree monic polynomial of
degree d as a product of irreducible palindromes. Analogously, md(d ) enu-
merates the possibilities for writing a monic squarefree polynomial of degree
d with nonzero constant term as a product of polynomials over FJq
which are
irreducible in F
q
[x].
In order to deÞne the weight factors mL (d) and md(d) explicitly, we recall the
following results.
PROPOSITION 4.2. „he number D
n,q
of monic irreducible polynomials of
degree n over F
q
is equal to
D
n,q
"1
n
+
d Dn
k (d )qn@d ,
where k denotes the Mo‹ bius function.
Proof. Cf. [1, Theorem 1.3.5, p. 19]. j
PROPOSITION 4.3. „he number of monic irreducible palindromes of—neces-
sarily even—degree 2n52 over F
q
is given by
si(2n, q)"G
1
2n
(qn!1), if q is odd and n"2a
1
2n
+
d Dn
d 0$$
k(d )qn@d , otherwise.
Proof. See [1, Theorem 2.7.4, p. 77]. j
124 ASTRID REIFEGERSTEPROPOSITION 4.4. ‚et f be a monic irreducible polynomial of degree n over
F
q
. Considered as a polynomial over F
qk
, f splits into gcd(n, k) distinct irredu-
cible factors of degree n/gcd(n, k). In particular, there exists no polynomial over
F
q
even degree which is irreducible in F
q2
[x].
Proof. Cf. [1, Theorem 1.3.11, p. 22]. j
Thus, we can introduce mL (d) and md(d) as follows.
DEFINITION 4.5. For d3N set
mL (d)" +
j|E*(d )
d
<
i/1
A
si(i, q)
l
i
B ,
md (d)" +
j|O (d) A
D
1,Jq
!1
l
1
B
d
<
i/2
A
D
i,Jq
l
i
B" +j|O(d)
Jq!l
1
Jq
d
<
i/1
A
D
i,Jq
l
i
B ,
where E*(d)"Mj"(1l1,2, dld) 7 d : li"0 for odd i’1N and O(d)"Mj"
(1l1,2, dld)7d : li"0 for even iN. Furthermore, set mL (0)"1, m
d(0)"1.
Remark 4.6. According to Proposition 4.4, if n is odd the number of
monic irreducible polynomials of degree n over FJq
is equal to the one of
monic polynomials of degree n over FJq
which are irreducible in F
q
[x].
The contribution !1 in the term D
1,Jq
!1 comes from excluding the linear
factor x in (4).
Before proceeding, we derive CK (q, d) and Cd(q, d), respectively, for some
small d to illustrate the considerations above.
EXAMPLE 4.7. Note that the number of irreducible palindromes depends
on the characteristic of F
q
. In particular, there exist two linear palindromes if
char F
q
O2 but only one in characteristic 2. Set
d"G
0, if q is even,
1, otherwise.
(i) For d"2 there does not exist any composition (d
1
, d
2
, d
3
)4d such that
d
2
, d
3
O0 and d
2
is even. Therefore, CK (q, 2)"Cd (q, 2)"0.
(ii) The only possible composition (0, 2, 1) of d"3 corresponds to a poly-
nomial f"f
1
’ ( f
1
) f
2
, where the f
i
are monic of degree 1 with nonzero
constant term and f
i
O’ ( f
i
) for i"1, 2. There are (q!2!d)/2 of such
pairs f
1
’( f
1
) in case ’( f )"fK and (q!Jq)/2 pairs f
1
’( f
1
) if ’ ( f )"f d. In
two cases, namely f
2
"f
1
and f
2
"’( f
1
), multiplying by the factor f
2
yields
a square in f. Hence, we have CK (q, 3)"q!2!d and Cd(q, 3)"q!Jq . In
particular, the number of nonsquarefree polynomials corresponding to the
degree composition (d
1
, 2, 1) can be speciÞed for all d
1
.
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with quadratic factor for x(d!1)/2y compositions, namely for those ones
satisfying d
1
"0. One receives the parts of the correction terms resulting from
degree compositions (d
1
, d
2
, d
3
) with d
1
51 by the product of the summand
corresponding to (0, d
2
, d
3
) in CK (q, d!d
1
) and Cd(q, d!d
1
), respectively,
and mL (d
1
) and md(d
1
), respectively.
(iii) In case d"4, we have to consider the compositions (0, 2, 2) and
(1, 2, 1). The latter one yields mL (1)(q!2!d) nonsquarefree polynomials of
the form (4) if ’( f )"fK and md(1)(q!Jq) ones for ’( f )"f d. The com-
position (0, 2, 2) corresponds to polynomials f"f
1
’( f
1
) f
2
, where f
1
O’( f
1
)
is a linear monic polynomial with f
1
(0)O0. Thus, the number of such
products f
1
’( f
1
) is equal to (q!2!d)/2 and (q!Jq)/2 again. Suppose
that f
2
is irreducible then f is a squarefree polynomial. So, let f
2
be the product
of distinct linear factors f
21
and f
22
, where f
2i
O’( f
2i
) and f
2i
(0)O0 for
i"1, 2. Moreover, since f
2
was assumed to be relatively prime to ’( f
2
) , we
have f
21
O’( f
22
). By setting f
21
"f
1
or f
21
"’( f
1
) , we generate non-
squarefree polynomials f, where f
22
can be chosen among q!4!d and
q!Jq!2 polynomials, respectively. Thus, we have
CK (q, 4)"(q!2!d )(q!4!d)#(d#1)(q!2!d)"CK (q, 3)(q!3),
Cd(q, 4)"(q!Jq )(q!Jq!2)#(Jq!1)(q!Jq )"Cd(q, 3)(q!3).
(iv) Without explaining all details, we give the terms CK (q, d ) and Cd(q, d )
for d"5, 6, 7:
Cd(q, 5)"Cd(q, 3)(q2!4q#6);
CK (q, 6)"CK (q, 3)(q3!4q2#10q!12)#2d,
Cd(q, 6)"Cd(q, 3) (q3!4q2#10q!11);
CK (q, 7)"CK (q, 3)(q4!4q3#10q2!21q#25)#4d(CK (q, 3)#1),
Cd(q, 7)"Cd(q, 3)(q4!4q3#10q2!20q#2Jq#20).
In case q"2, the correction term CK (q, d ) does not vanish for the Þrst time if
d"9. The composition (0, 6, 3) yields two nonsquarefree polynomials
f"f
1
f
2
, where f
1
"fK
1
and gcd( f
2
, fK
2
)"1 with f
1
, f
2
squarefree: The seventh
cyclotomic polynomial is multiplied by one of its two irreducible factors
x3#x#1 and x3#x2#1 which are reciprocal to each other. Since there is
no linear or quadratic squarefree monic polynomial f3F
2
[x] satisfying
gcd( f , fK )"1 and f (0)O0, it follows that CK (2, d )"0 for 34d48.
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already for very small d, we will conÞne ourselves to estimating the size of
CK and Cd. For that, we Þrst study the structure of the terms. Let A“
d
(q) and
Ad
d
(q) , respectively, be the number of nonsquarefree monic polynomials of
the form (4) with the degree composition (0, 2, d!2). By BK
d
(q) and Bd
d
(q) ,
respectively, we denote the number of all nonsquarefree monic polynomials
corresponding to compositions (0, k, d!k), 44k42x(d!1)/2y. Then we
have
CK (q, d)" d+
i/3
mL (d!i)(AK
i
(q)#BK
i
(q)), Cd(q, d)" d+
i/3
md(d!i)(Ad
i
(q)#Bd
i
(q)) .
The asymptotic behaviour of CK (q, d ) and Cd(q, d), respectively, depends only
on the summand AK
d
(q) and Ad
d
(q) , respectively; the dth correction terms as
well as AK
d
(q) and A
d
(q) are monic polynomials of degree d!2 as we shall
show below. Hence, the terms deÞned by
CK
!11
(q, d )" d+
i/3
mL (d!i)AK
i
(q), Cd
!11
(q, d )" d+
i/3
md (d!i)Ad
i
(q) (5)
are a suitable approximation for CK (q, d ) and Cd(q, d). For d44, we have
CK
!11
(q, d )"CK (q, d) and Cd
!11
(q, d)"Cd(q, d).
Before studying (5) more closely, we prove the following auxiliary result.
LEMMA 4.8. „he number of monic irreducible palindromes of degree 2n over
F
q
is bounded below in terms of the number of monic irreducible polynomials of
degree n over F
q
; more precisely,
1
2n
qn5si(2n, q)51
2
D
n,q
5 1
2n
(qn!(2!e)qxn/2y) (6)
for all n52, where e"0 of n is even and e"1 otherwise.
Proof. In case n"2a for a3N, the vanishing of the Mo‹ bius function on
Md : d"pe1
1
2per
r
, where p
1
,2, pr pairwise distinct primes and at least one
e
i
52N implies the relation
si (2n, q)" 1
2n
(qn!d)’ 1
2n
(qn!qn@2)"1
2
D
n,q
,
where d"0 if q is even and d"1 otherwise.
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si(2n, q)" 1
2n
+
d Dn
d 0$$
k (d)qn@d" 1
2n
+
d Dn
k (d)qn@d"1
2
D
n,q
.
Now, let n be even but not a power of 2. Let n"2l ) n@, where 2P n@. In view of
k(d )"0 if 2e Dd for e52, we obtain
si(2n, q)" 1
2n
+
d Dn
d 0$$
k (d)qn@d" 1
2n
+
d Dn
k(d)qn@d! 1
2n
+
d Dn
d %7%/
k (d)qn@d
"1
2
D
n,q
! 1
2n
+
d Dn@
k (2d)qn@2d
"1
2
D
n,q
# 1
2l‘1n@
+
d Dn@
k (d) (q2l~1)n{@d
"1
2
D
n,q
# 1
2l‘1
D
n{,q2
l~1’1
2
D
n,q
.
A weaker version of the lower bound for the number D
n,q
has been given in
[3]. Any even n52 is divided by d"1, 2, n, n/2, where the latter one is the
greatest nontrivial divisor of n if n’2. Thus, it follows that
D
n,q
"1
n
(qn!qn@2)#1
n
+
d Dn
dO1,2
k (d)qn@d51
n
(qn!qn@2)!1
nA +d Dn
dO1,2,n
qn@d#qB
*1
n
(qn!qn@2)!1
nA
n@2
+
d/d{
qn@d#qB"
1
n
(qn!qn@2)!1
nA
n@d{
+
i/2
qi#qB ,
where d@ denotes the least divisor ’2 of n. Using
1
nA
n@d{
+
i/2
qi#qB"
1
n
n@d{
+
i/1
qi"1
nA
q
q!1B(qn@d{!1)(
1
n
qn@d{‘141
n
qn@2
yields the assertion D
n,q
’(qn!2qn@2)/n.
Assume now that n’3 is odd. Let d@ be the least and d@@ the greatest
nontrivial divisor of n, respectively, where 34d@, d@@4n/3. Analogously as
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D
n,q
"1
n
qn#1
n
+
d Dn
dO1
k (d)qn@d51
n
qn!1
nA +d Dn
dO1,n
qn@d#qB
51
n
qn!1
nA
d{{
+
d/d{
qn@d#qB"
1
n
qn!1
nA
n@d{
+
i/n@d{{
qi#qB ,
where
1
n A
n@d{
+
i/n@d{{
qi#qB"
1
n A
n@d{
+
i/1
qi!n@d{{~1+
i/2
qiB
"1
nA
q
q!1B(qn@d{!1)!
1
n
n@d{{~1
+
i/2
qi(1
n
qn@d{‘141
n
qxn/2y .
So, D
n,q
5(qn!q(n~1)@2)/n and equality holds if and only if n"3. The
correctness of the upper bound of si (2n, q) follows from the fact that qn!d
and 2nsi(2n, q) are connected by the Mo‹ bius inversion formula, i.e.
qn!d" +
d Dn
n/dodd
2dsi(2d, q)52nsi(2n, q)
(see [1], Theorem 2.7.1, p. 75). j
Remark 4.9. In case of char F
q
"2, the relations (6) also hold for n"1.
For odd q we have q/2"D
1,q
/2’si(2, q)"(q!1)/2.
Remark 4.10. The preceding theorem shows that si(n, q) is about qn@2/n for
even n52, since the greatest error term can be at most qn@6/n.
Now we shall consider the terms occuring in the approximations (5), Þrst
AK
d
and Ad
d
.
Assume that d53. By deÞnition, we have
AK
d
(q)" +
j…d!2
l
1;0
1
(l
1
!1)!
l1~1
<
j/0
(q!2!d!2j) d~3<
i/2, i %7%/
liO0
1
l
i
!
li~1
<
j/0
(D
i,q
!si(i, q)!2j )
]
d~3
<
i/3, i 0$$
liO0
1
l
i
!
li~1
<
j/0
(D
i,q
!2j ) ,
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d
(q)" +
j…d!2
l
1;0
1
(l
1
!1)!
l1~1
<
j/0
(q!Jq!2j) d~3<
i/2, i %7%/
liO0
1
l
i
!
li~1
<
j/0
(D
i,q
!2j)
]
d~3
<
i/3, i 0$$
liO0
1
l
i
!
li~1
<
j/0
(D
i,q
!D
i,Jq
!2j) , (7)
where d is deÞned as in Example 4.7 and j"(1l1,2, d!2ld~2) …d!2. The
di⁄erent factors corresponding to odd and even indices, respectively, are
a consequence of Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.4: The number of monic
irreducible non-self-reciprocal polynomials of degree i over F
q
is equal to
D
i,q
!si(i, q) if i52 is even and to D
i,q
otherwise. On the other hand, the
number of monic irreducible polynomials of degree i with coeƒcients in
F
q
CFJq
is D
i,q
!D
i,Jq
if i53 is odd and D
i,q
otherwise.
As mentioned above, the correction terms of dth order show the same
asymptotic behaviour as their summands AK
d
and Ad
d
, respectively.
LEMMA 4.11. ‚et ‚
CK (q, d)
and ‚
C
d
(q, d)
be the coeƒcient of qd~2 in CK (q, d )
and Cd(q, d ), respectively. „hen ‚
CK (q, d)
"‚
C
d
(q, d)
"1.
Proof. Note that AK
d
(q) and Ad
d
(q) are polynomials in q and in Jq of
degree d!2 and 2(d!2), respectively. The degree can immediately be read
o⁄ (7). According to Proposition 4.2 and Proposition 4.3, it follows that
degAK
d
"1
2
degAd
d
"lI
1
#1#d~3+
i/2
ilI
i
"d!2,
where (1l3 1,2, d!3lI d~3) … d!3 for arbitrary lI 1 .
Consider now BK
d
(q) and Bd
d
(q) for d55. These terms give the number of all
nonsquarefree monic polynomials f"f
1
’ ( f
1
) f
2
of degree d satisfying
f
i
3F
q
[x], f
i
O’( f
i
), i"1, 2 and deg f
1
"k, 24k4x(d!1)/2y. Clearly, BK
d
and Bd
d
are also polynomials in q and Jq, respectively. Their degrees are
obtained by the following consideration: The number of products f
1
’( f
1
) as
above corresponds to a polynomial in q and Jq of degree k and 2k,
respectively; see also Example 4.7. By assumption, either g"gcd( f
1
, f
2
) or
h"gcd(’ ( f
1
) , f
2
) is at least linear. Without loss of generality, we assume that
deg g"t51 and, hence, h is constant. The number of choices of g for given
f
1
’( f
1
) appears as a constant in the number of possible polynomials f.
Furthermore, the number of possibilities to choose the cofactor of g in f
2
—i.e.,
a squarefree monic polynomial of degree s"d!2k!t which is relatively
prime to its image with respect to ’ and to a given polynomial f
1
’( f
1
)g — is
a polynomial in q and Jq of degree s and 2s respectively, since the term
of highest degree appearing in the contribution of degree composition
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d
and Bd
d
, respectively, results from a<s
i/1
Dmi
i,q
, where a is
a constant and (1m1,2, sms)… s. Consequently, BK d and B
d
d
are sums of
polynomials in q and Jq of degree k#s"d!k!t4d!3 and
2(k#s)42(d!3), respectively.
The weight factors mL (d ) and md (d) are polynomials in q of degree xd/2y and
in Jq of degree d, respectively, as we will explain in detail below. Thus,
CK (q, d ) and Cd(q, d) are polynomials in q of degree d!2 and in Jq of degree
2(d!2), respectively.
Finally, we have to prove that AK
d
and Ad
d
are monic. By (7), we obtain
‚CK (q, d)"‚Cd(q, d)" +
j… d!2
l1;0
1
(l
1
!1)!
d~3
<
i/2
1
l
i
! ili
" +
j… d!3
d~3
<
i/1
1
l
i
! ili
.
The cycle structure l(n)"(l
1
(n),2, ln(n)) of any n3Sn corresponds to a parti-
tion j of n; the mapping S
n
PP(n), n>cycle structure of n, is a class
function. Let CSn (n) be the conjugacy class of n in S
n
and, hence,
DCSn(n) D" n!
<n
i/1
l
i
(n) !ili (n)
,
where l
i
(n) denotes the number of i-cycles of n. Therefore, we have
(d!3)!‚CK (q, d)"(d!3)!‚Cd(q, d)" +
l D—Dd~3
d~3
<
i/1
(d!3)!
l
i
!ili
" +
l D—Dd~3
DCSd~3 D"(d!3)!
which completes the proof. j
In order to analyse the order of magnitude of the correction terms, it is
suƒcient to consider estimates of their summands.
PROPOSITION 4.12. Assume that q54. „hen we have AK
d
(q)(qd~2 and
Ad
d
(q)(qd~2 for all d53. Furthermore, AK
d
(2)"AK
d
(3)"0, d53.
Proof. According to Lemma 4.8, it follows from (7) that
AK
d
(q)( +
j…d!3
1
l
1
!
l1
<
j/0
q
d~3
<
i/2
liO0
1
l
i
!
li!1
<
j/0
D
i,q
4 +
j…d~3
1
l
1
!
ql1‘1
d~3
<
i/2
liO0
1
l
i
!
li!1
<
j/0
1
i
qi
"‚CK (q, d)qd~2
and in the same way Ad
d
(q)(‚Cd(q, d)qd~2.
The statement for the special cases q"2 and q"3 is clear, since by the
restriction l
1
’0 in (7) the factor q!2!d occurs in all summands of AK
d
. j
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d
and Ad
d
was to be expected
due to (7), it is surprising that the estimates for mL (d) and md(d) are similar,
too. The proof of the bound stated below requires the following lemmas.
LEMMA 4.13. ‚et d52 be even. „hen
mL (d#1)"G
mL (d ), if q is even,
2
d@2
+
i/0
(!1)d@2~imL (2i), otherwise.
Proof. Since si(1, q)"d#1, it is suƒcient to sum the terms for those
partitions j3E*(d) for which l
1
4d#1, where d"0 if q is even and d"1
otherwise. Using E*(d#1)"M(1, j) :j3E*(d)N for even d, we obtain
mL (d#1)" +
j|E*(d‘1)
l14d‘1, l10$$
d‘1
<
i/1
A
si(i, q)
l
i
B" +j|E*(d)
l14d, l1%7%/
d
<
i/2
A
si(i, q)
l
i
B A
si(1, q)
l
1
#1 B
" +
j|E*(d)
l14d, l1%7%/
si(1, q)!l
1
l
1
#1
d
<
i/1
A
si (i, q)
l
i
B .
Note that the restriction l
1
even or l
1
odd, respectively, is not an additional
one but results from the deÞnition of the set E*(d ).
Set E (d)"Mj"(1l1,2, dld )… d : li"0 for odd iN. If q is even, it thus follows
that
mL (d#1)" +
j|E(d)
d
<
i/2
A
si(i, q)
l
i
B"mL (d ).
In case of charF
q
O2, we obtain
mL (d#1)"2 +
j|E(d)
d
<
i/2
A
si(i, q)
l
i
B"2C +j|E*(d)
l14d‘1, l1%7%/
d
<
i/1
A
si(i, q)
l
i
B
! +
j|E*(d)
l1/2
d~2
<
i/1
A
si(i, q)
l
i
BD
"2CmL (d)! +j|E(d~2)
d~2
<
i/2
A
si(i, q)
l
i
BD
"2CmL (d)!A +j|E*(d~2)
l14d‘1, l1 %7%/
d~2
<
i/1
A
si(i, q)
l
i
B
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l1/2
d~4
<
i/1
A
si(i, q)
l
i
BBD
"2CmL (d)!mL (d!2)#A +j|E*(d~4)
l14d‘1, l1 %7%/
d~4
<
i/1
A
si(i, q)
l
i
B
! +
j|E*(d~4)
l1/2
d~6
<
i/1
A
si(i, q)
l
i
BBD
F
"2(mL (d )!mL (d!2)#mL (d!4)!2#(!1)d@2~1mL (2)
#(!1)d@2mL (0)) . j
Because of Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, mL (d ) and md (d) are obviously poly-
nomials in q and Jq, respectively. By the preceding lemma,
degmL (d )"degmL (d#1)" d+
i/2
i %7%/
il
i
2
"d
2
,
where d is even and (1l1,2, dld)3E (d). Analogously, we have
degmd(d )" d+
i/1
il
i
"d
for all d51 and (1l1,2, dld )3O(d).
To obtain a bound, we consider the leading coeƒcients again which
implies an interesting combinatorial identity.
LEMMA 4.14. ‚et ‚
mL (d)
and ‚
m
d
(d)
be the leading coeƒcient of mL (d) and
md (d), respectively. „hen
(i) ‚
mL (d)
"‚
m
d
(d)
"(1/d!) (d!1)!!2,
(ii) (d#1)‚
mL (d)
"‚
mL (d‘1)
,
(iii) ‚
m
d
(d)
"‚
m
d
(d‘1)
for even d52 and d as above.
Proof. Assume that d52 is even. By DeÞnition 4.5, we obtain
‚
mL (d)
" +
j|E(d)
d
<
i/1
1
l
i
! ili
, ‚
m
d
(d)
" +
j|O(d)
d
<
i/1
1
l
i
! ili
,
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contains all partitions of d with only odd parts. Analogously to the proof for
Lema 4.11, it follows that
d !‚
mL (d)
" +
l D—Dd
li/0, i 0$$
DCSd D, d !‚
m
d
(d)
" +
l D—Dd
li/0, i %7%/
DCSd D .
Consequently, the statement (i) will follow from the solution to a problem
raised by Cameron: Is there a bijection between the set of permutations of
M1,2, nN will all cycles of even length and that one with all cycles odd for
even n? [2] given a bijection between more general permutation sets; a special
case of their result answers the question. For even d
DMn3S
d
: all cycles of n are evenND"DMn3S
d
: all cycles of n are oddND
"(d!1)!!2
and, hence, (i).
(ii) immediately follows from Lemma 4.13.
The last assertion results from the considerations in [2] for odd n. Accord-
ingly, we obtain
DMn3S
n
: all cycles of n are oddND"n (n!2)!!2.
Therefore, for even d we have ‚
m
d
(d)
"(d!1)!!2/d!"(d#1)(d!1)!!2/
(d#1)!"‚
m
d
(d‘1)
. j
Thus, we can bound the weight factors mL (d ) and md(d), and from this, also,
the approximation CK
!11
(q, d ) and Cd
!11
(q, d) of the correction terms.
PROPOSITION 4.15. Assume that d52. „hen
mL (d)4
ì
ï
í
ï
î
(2xd/2y!1)!!2
(2xd/2y) !
qxd/2y, if q is even,
e )
(2xd/2y!1)!!2
(2xd/2y) ! Aqxd/2y#
2xd/2y
2xd/2y!1 q
xd/2y~1B, otherwise;
md(d)4(2xd/2y!1)!!2
(2xd/2y) !
qd@2 ,
where e"1 if d is even and e"2 otherwise.
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obtain
mL (d)"mL (d#1)4 +
j|E(d)
d
<
i/2
liO0
1
l
i
!
li
<
j/1
1
i
qi@2"‚
mL (d)
qd@2
if d52 is even. Analogously, if q is odd, we have
mL (d)" +
j|E(d)
d
<
i/2
A
si(i, q)
l
i
B# +j|E*(d)
l1/2
d~2
<
i/1
A
si (i, q)
l
i
B
" +
j|E(d)
d
<
i/2
A
si(i, q)
l
i
B# +j|E(d~2)
d~2
<
i/2
A
si (i, q)
l
i
B
4‚mL (d)qd@2#‚mL (d~2)qd@2~1"
(d!1)!!2
d !
qd@2#(d!3)!!2
(d!2)! qd@2~1
if d is even and, by Lemma 4.13,
mL (d)"2 (d~1)@2+
i/0
(!1)(d~1)@2~imL (2i)42mL (d!1)
if d is odd.
In the same way, Lemma 4.8 implies the bound
md(d )4 +
j|O(d)
d
<
i/1
liO0
1
l
i
!
li
<
j/1
1
i
qi@2"‚
m
d
(d)
qd@2
for all d52. j
PROPOSITION 4.16. Assume that d53 and q54. An upper bound for the
approximate correction terms is given by
CK
!11
(q, d )((q#2#d)(qd~3#dqd~5), Cd
!11
(q, d )((q#Jq)qd~3 ,
where d"0 if q is even and d"1 otherwise.
Proof. Proving the Þrst bound requires separate considerations accord-
ing to the characteristic of F
q
. First suppose that charF
q
"2. Setting
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2
(q)"0, we have by Lemma 4.13
CK
!11
(q, d)" d~3+
i/0
i %7%/
mL (i)(AK
d~i
(q)#AK
d~1~i
(q))
and, hence,
CK
!11
(q, d)(d~3+
i/0
i %7%/
mL (i) (qd~2~i#qd~3~i)4(q#1)qd~3A1#
d~3
+
i/2
i %7%/
(i!1)!!2
i!
q~i@2B
"(q#1)qd~3 A1#
x(d!3)/2y
+
i/1
(2i!1)!!2
(2i)!
q~iB .
For the sake of handiness the bound is weakened further; certainly, the
estimate
(2i!1)!!2
(2i)!
"1 ) 3 ) 52(2i!1)
2 ) 4 ) 622i 4
1
2
for i3N is not particularly original but is completely suƒcient for later use.
Thus, we obtain
CK
!11
(q, d)((q#1)qd~3 A1#
1!q~x(d!3)/2y
2(q!1) B((q#1)qd~3#
1
2
)
q#1
q!1qd~3
((q#2)qd~3.
In case q is odd, (5) leads to
CK
!11
(q, d )" d~3+
i/0
i %7%/
(mL (i)AK
d~i
(q)#mL (i#1)AK
d~1~i
(q))
4 d~3+
i/0
i %7%/
mL (i)(AK
d~i
(q)#2AK
d~1~i
(q)),
where AK
2
(q)"0, again, since mL (2k#1)42mL (2k) for k3N
0
by Lemma 4.13.
Analogous to the case of even characteristic, we have
CK
!11
(q, d )(d~3+
i/0
i %7%/
mL (i)(qd~2~i#2qd~3~i)
4(q#2)qd~3A1#
x(d!3)/2y
+
i/1
(2i!1)!!2
(2i)! A1#
2i
(2i!1)qBq~iB ,
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x(d!3)/2y
+
i/1
(2i!1)!!2
(2i) ! A1#
2i
(2i!1)qBq~i
41!q~
x(d!3)/2y
2(q!1) #
1
q2 A1#
1!q1~x(d!3)/2y
2(q!1) B
and, hence,
CK
!11
(q, d )((q#2)qd~3#1
2
)
q#2
q!1qd~3#(q#2)qd~5#
1
2
)
q#2
q!1qd~5
((q#3)(qd~3#qd~5).
In the same manner, the second bound follows:
CK d
!11
(q, d )"d~3+
i/0
md (i)Ad
d~i
(q)
(qd~2#(Jq!1)qd~3
# d~3+
i/2
i %7%/
(i!1)!!2
i!
(qi@2qd~2~i#q(i‘1)@2qd~3~i)
"qd~3 (q#Jq!1)#qd~3(q#Jq ) d~3+
i/2
i %7%/
(i!1)!!2
i!
q~i@2
(qd~3 (q#Jq!1#(q#Jq) 1!q~
x(d!3)/2y
2(q!1) B
(qd~3Aq#Jq!1#
Jq
2(Jq!1)B4qd~3(q#Jq) . j
Remark 4.17. Our numerical investigations give a strong indication that
the stated bounds even hold for the correction terms CK and Cd themselves
although CK
!11
(q, d )4CK (q, d ) and Cd
!11
(q, d)4Cd (q, d ) for all q, d. The qual-
ity of the approximations CK
!11
and Cd
!11
on the one hand, and the sometimes
rather rough estimates, on the other hand, are reasons for that.
According to Proposition 4.12, the approach above yields CK
!11
(q, d )"0
for q"2 and q"3. However, also in these special cases the problem of
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plying the characteristic functions of squarefree monic polynomials f with
’( f )"f and gcd( f, ’( f ))"1, respectively. We have CK (2, d )’0 for d59
and CK (3, d)’0 for d56 but this number is small, compared to the number
of polynomials enumerated correctly as the enumerative tests show.
We are now in the position to derive the main result of this section.
According to (3), the appearance of nonsquarefree polynomials is taken into
account by the terms
+=
d/0
CK (q, d )zd
+=
d/0
pal
4&
(q, d )zd
,
+=
d/0
Cd(q, d )zd
+=
d/0
pol
4&
(Jq, d )zd
(8)
which we can estimate by the preceding proposition.
Consideration of the Þrst term requires the treatment of two cases, depend-
ing on the characteristic of F
q
. First, we assume that q is even, so by (1), we
have to determine the coeƒcients of
(1#z2) (1!qz2)
(1#z) (1!qz4 )
=
+
d/3
CK
!11
(q, d )zd , (9)
where the dth one takes the form
d~3
+
k/0
b
k
CK
!11
(q, d!k).
Setting
=
+
d/0
b(1)
d
zd"1#z2
1#z "1!z#2
=
+
d/2
(!1)d zd,
=
+
d/0
b(2)
d
zd"1!qz2
1!qz4"
=
+
d/04 Dd
qd@4zd! =+
d/24 D(d#2)
q(d‘2)@4zd" =+
d/0
d %7%/
(!1)d@2qvd/4wzd ,
we obtain the following result.
LEMMA 4.18. For d3N
0
we have b
d
"(!1)d‘1(qv(d!1)/4w!2).
Proof. By construction,
b
d
" d+
k/0
b(1)
d~k
b(2)
k
"2 d~2+
k/0
k %7%/
(!1)k@2(!1)d~kqvk/4w!b(2)
d~1
#b(2)
d
.
138 ASTRID REIFEGERSTEIf d is even, it follows that
b
d
"2 d~2+
k/0
k %7%/
(!1)k@2qvk/4w#(!1)d@2qvd/4w"2 d@2~1+
k/0
(!1)kqvk/2w#(!1)d@2qvd/4w .
Since vk/2w"v(k#1)/2w for any odd k, one has b
d
"2!qvd/4w"
2!qv(d!1)/4w both for d,0 mod 4 and for d,2 mod 4.
In case that d is odd, we obtain
b
d
"!2 d~3+
k/0
k %7%/
(!1)k@2qvk/4w!(!1)(d~1)@2qv(d!1)/4w
"!2(d~1)@2~1+
k/0
(!1)kqvk/2w!(!1)(d~1)@2qv(d!1)/4w"!2#qv(d!1)/4w . j
Suppose now that charF
q
O2. In this case, (8) leads to
A
1#z2
1#z B )t (z), (10)
where t (z) is the rational function (9). Therefore, it suƒces to modify the
coeƒcient b(1)
d
stated above.
LEMMA 4.19. ‚et bM (1)
d
be the dth coeƒcient of the power series
A
1#z2
1#z B
=
+
d/0
b(1)
d
zd.
„hen
bM (1)
0
"1, bM (1)
1
"!2, bM (1)
2
"5, bM (1)
d
"(!1)d ) 4(d!1)
for d53.
Proof. The terms bM (1)
d
are just the coeƒcients of the square of +=
d/0
b(1)
d
zd
and, hence,
bM (1)
d
" d+
k/0
b(1)
k
b(1)
d~k
"b(1)
d
!b(1)
d~1
#d~2+
k/2
b(1)
k
b(1)
d~k
!b(1)
d~1
#b(1)
d
"4((!1)d!(!1)d~1)#4 d~2+
k/2
(!1)k(!1)d~k"4(!1)d(2#d!3).
The initial coeƒcients are veriÞed by calculating. j
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d
the dth coeƒcient of (10) which can be expressed as
follows.
LEMMA 4.20. For d3N we have
bM
d
"
G
!4Aqd@4#2A
qd@4!q
q!1 B!d#1B, d,0 mod 4,
2A3q(d~1)@4#4A
q(d~1)@4!q
q!1 B!2d#2B , d,1 mod 4,
!q(d‘2)@4!7q (d~2)@4!4A2A
q(d~2)@4!q
q!1 B!d#1B , d,2 mod 4,
2Aq(d‘1)@4#4A
q(d‘1)@4!q
q!1 B!2d#2B , d,3 mod 4.
Furthermore, bM
0
"1.
Proof. Proceeding from
bM
d
" d+
k/0
bM (1)
k
b(2)
d~k
"b(2)
d
!2b(2)
d~1
#5b(2)
d~2
#4 d+
k/3
(!1)k(k!1)b(2)
d~k
,
we treat four cases depending on the residue of d modulo 4. Assume that 4 Dd.
Since b(2)
d
"qd@4"!b(2)
d~2
, we then obtain
bM
d
"b(2)
d
#5b(2)
d~2
#4 d+
k/4
k %7%/
(k!1)b(2)
d~k
"4b(2)
d~2
#4 d~4+
k/44 Dk
((k!1)
!(k#1))b(2)
d~k
#4(d!1)b(2)
0
"!4qd@4!8 d~4+
k/44 Dk
q(d~k)@4#4(d!1)"!4Aqd@4#2
d@4~1
+
k/1
qk!d#1B .
The other cases follow by the same arguments, where we sum the terms for
such indices k satisfying k,d mod 4 in order to use !b(2)
d~k
"b(2)
d~k~2
. j
For the dth coeƒcient of the second series in (8), namely
(1!z2 )(1!Jqz )
(1!z)(1!Jqz2 )
=
+
d/3
Cd
!11
(q, d )zd , (11)
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=
+
d/0
c(1)
d
zd"1#z,
=
+
d/0
c(2)
d
zd" 1!Jqz
1!Jqz2
" =+
d/0
d %7%/
qd@4zd! =+
d/1
d 0$$
q(d‘1)@4zd" =+
d/0
(!1)dq1@2vd/2wzd ,
for the coeƒcients
d~3
+
k/0
c
k
Cd
!11
(q, d!k)
of (11) we have the following result.
LEMMA 4.21. …e have
c
d
"
ì
í
î
1, d"0,
0, if d52 is even,
!(Jq!1)q(d~1)@4 otherwise.
Proof. The assertion follows from
c
d
" d+
k/0
c(1)
k
c(2)
d~k
"c(2)
d
#c(2)
d~1
"(!1)d(q1@2vd/2w!q1@2v(d!1)/2w ) . j
Using these considerations and Proposition 4.16, we can estimate the part
(8) of the number tL
4&
(q, d ) and td
4&
(q, d ) of squarefree monic polynomials
f3F
q
[x] with deg f"d and gcd( f,’( f ))"1. Denote by
b
d
(q)"d~3+
k/0
b
k
CK
!11
(q, d!k ), bM
d
(q)"d~3+
k/0
bM
k
CK
!11
(q, d!k ),
c
d
(q)"d~3+
k/0
c
k
Cd
!11
(q, d!k )
the dth coeƒcient of each of the power series (8).
THEOREM 4.22. For q54 we have
b
d
(q)(qd~2#2qd~3, bM
d
(q)(qd~2#3qd~3#qd~4#3qd~5,
c (q)(qd~2#Jqqd~3.
d
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d
are nonpositive for all d3N, the last
assertion immediately follows by Proposition 4.16.
The other statements result from a suitable summation of the terms of b
d
and bM
d
(q), respectively. Assume that k,2 mod 4, k3N. Since b
k
"2!
q(k‘2)@4"!b
k‘1
"b
k‘2
"!b
k‘3
(0, we have
3
+
i/0
b
k‘i
CK
!11
(q, d!k!i )"b
k
(CK
!11
(q, d!k )!CK
!11
(q, d!k!1)
#CK
!11
(q, d!k!2)!CK
!11
(q, d!k!3))(0.
If 4P d, the last term di⁄ers somewhat from that; it takes the form
(d .0$ 4)~1
+
i/0
b
d~2~(d.0$4)‘i
CK
!11
(q, d!k!i )(0.
Hence, by Proposition 4.16
b
d
(q)4CK
!11
(q, d )!CK
!11
(q, d!1)4CK
!11
(q, d )((q#2)qd~3 .
Assume now that q55 is odd. Consider s
d
"2bM
d
#bM
d‘1
, where d is even.
For d,0 mod 4, d3N, we have
s
d
"!8qd@4!16 d@4~1+
k/1
qk#8d!8#6qd@4#8 d@4~1+
k/1
qk!4(d#1)#4
"!2qd@4!8 d@4~1+
k/1
qk#4d!8,
and, analogously,
s
d
"!6q(d~2)@4!8 (d~2)@4~1+
k/1
qk#4d!8
for d,2 mod 4 with d56. Clearly, the series Ms
4i
N=
i/1
and Ms
4i‘2
N=
i/1
are
monotone decreasing, since
s
4i
!s
4i‘4
"2qi‘1#6qi!16’0, s
4i‘2
!s
4i‘6
"6qi‘1#2qi!16’0.
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4
"!2q#8(0 and s
6
"!6q#16(0, respectively.
Thus, we have
bM
d
(q)4CK
!11
(q, d )!2CK
!11
(q, d!1)#2(5!q) 1
2
CK
!11
(q, d!2)
#(2q!8)CK
!11
(q, d!3)
# d~4+
k/4
k %7%/
(2bM
k
1
2
CK
!11
(q, d!k )#bM
k‘1
CK
!11
(q, d!1!k ) ).
Note that bM
d~3
CK
!11
(q, 3)(0 if d57 is odd, since by Lemma 4.20 bM
d
40 for
even d52. Thus, it follows from Proposition 4.16 that
bM
d
(q)4CK
!11
(q, d )!2CK
!11
(q, d!1)#2CK
!11
(q, d!3)
# d~4+
k/4
k %7%/
s
k
CK
!11
(q, d!1!k)4CK
!11
(q, d )((q#3)(qd~3#qd~5).
It remains to show that CK
!11
(q, d)52CK
!11
(q, d!1) for d54. Since CK
!11
(q, d)
!2CK
!11
(q, d!1)"+d~4
i/0
mL (i)(AK
d~i
(q)!2AK
d~1~i
(q))#mL (d!3)AK
3
(q), the
relation AK
d
(q)52AK
d~1
(q), d54 is suƒcient for that. From the consider-
ations on AK
d
it is easy to verify that the quotient AK
d
/AK
d~1
is close to q
for d55. In case d"4, we have CK
!11
(q, 4)!2CK
!11
(q, 3)"CK (q, 4)!
2CK (q, 3)"(q!3)(q!5)50 by Example 4.7. j
4.2. A ‚ower Bound
Based on the statements about the size of the correction terms stated in the
preceding section, the number of squarefree monic polynomials f with con-
stant gcd( f,’( f )) can be bounded below proceeding from (3). The dth
coeƒcient of each of the power series
+=
d/0
pol
4&
(q, d)zd
+=
d/0
pal
4&
(q, d )zd
,
+=
d/0
pol
4&
(q, d )zd
+=
d/0
pol
4&
(Jq, d )zd
(12)
is an obvious lower bound for the number tL
4&
(q, d) and td
4&
(q, d) and is denoted
by tL (l)
4&
(q, d ) and td(l)
4&
(q, d ) , respectively.
Anticipating the results of the following technical considerations, we can
estimate the order of magnitude of the quotient of b
d
, bM
d
, and c
d
, respectively,
and the terms in (12). Already using the upper bounds for b
d
, bM
d
, and c
d
(cf.
Theorem 4.22) yields the order O (q~2) for this relation. Therefore, the prob-
ability PK (q, d ) and Pd(q, d), respectively, is asymptotically determined by
tL (l)
4&
(q, d ) and td(l)
4&
(q, d ) only.
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4&
, we have to treat
two cases, depending on the characteristic of the underlying Þeld, but we will
see that the case of odd characteristic is similar to the case of characteristic
2 again.
Suppose that charF
q
"2. Then (12) becomes
(1!z)(1#z2) (1!qz2)2
(1!z2)(1#z) (1!qz)(1!qz4) , (13)
according to the proof of Theorem 2.1 and (1). Setting
=
+
d/0
a(1)
d
zd"(1!z) (1#z2)
(1!z2) (1#z)"
1#z2
(1#z)2
"A
=
+
d/0
(!1)dzdBA1!z#2
=
+
d/2
(!1)dzdB ,
=
+
d/0
a(2)
d
zd" 1
1!qz4"
=
+
d/04 Dd
qd@4zd,
=
+
d/0
a(3)
d
zd"(1!qz2)2
1!qz "1#qz#(q2!2q)z2#(q3!2q2)z3
# =+
d/4
(qd!2qd~1#qd~2)zd,
it follows that
tL (l)
4&
(q, d )" d+
k/0
a(1)
k
d~k
+
i/0
a(2)
i
a(3)
d~k~i
.
For d51 the coeƒcient a(1)
d
can be simpliÞed to
a(1)
d
"(!1)d!(!1)d~1# d+
k/2
2(!1)k(!1)d~k"2(!1)dd.
THEOREM 4.23. ‚et F
q
be of even characteristic. A lower bound for the
number of squarefree monic polynomials f of degree d over F
q
satisfying
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tL (l)
4&
(q, d )"a
0
!2 d+
k/2
k %7%/
(q(k!1)!k)a
k
, d even,
tL (l)
4&
(q, d)"(q!2)a
1
#2 d+
k/3
k 0$$
(q(k!1)!k)a
k
, d odd,
where
a
k
"(q!1)qd~k‘1A
1!q~3x(d!k)/4y
q2#q#1 B#qx(d!k)/4ya(3)(d~k).0$ 4
for k"0,2, d and a(3)0 "1, a(3)1 "q, a(3)2 "q2!2q, a(3)3 "q3!2q2.
Proof. By elementary considerations, we obtain
a
k
:"d~k+
i/0
a(2)
i
a(3)
d~k~i
"(q!1)2 d~k~4+
i/04 Di
qi@4qd~k~i~2#qx(d!k)/4ya(3)
(d~k).0$ 4
"(q!1)2qd~k~2
x(d!k)/4y!1
+
i/0
(q~3)i#qx(d!k)/4ya(3)
(d~k).0$ 4
"(q!1)2qd~k‘1A
1!q~3x(d!k)/4y
q3!1 B#qx(d!k)/4ya(3)(d~k).0$ 4 .
Let d and k are even. Since x(d!k#1)/4y"x(d!k)/4y and
(d!k#1)mod43M1, 3N and, thus, a(3)
(d~k‘1).0$ 4
"qa(3)
(d~k).0$ 4
, it follows
that
a
k~1
"(q!1)2qd~k‘2A
1!q~3x(d!k#1)/4y
q3!1 B#qx(d!k#1)/4ya(3)(d~k‘1).0$ 4"qak
and, hence,
tL (l)
4&
(q, d)" d+
k/0
a(1)
k
a
k
"a
0
#2 d+
k/2
k %7%/
(ka
k
!(k!1)a
k~1
)
"a
0
!2 d+
k/2
(q(k!1)!k)a
k
.k %7%/
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k~1
"qa
k
and, thus,
tL (l)
4&
(q, d )" d+
k/0
a(1)
k
a
k
"a
0
#2 d+
k/1
k 0$$
((k!1)a
k~1
!ka
k
)
"(q!2)a
1
#2 d+
k/3
k 0$$
(q(k!1)!k)a
k
if d and k are odd. j
As mentioned above, the case of odd characteristic uses the results ob-
tained for characteristic 2. So, let F
q
be of characteristic O2. (12) leads to
A
1#z2
1#z B )/ (z) ,
where / (z) denotes the rational function (13). As in the previous section, the
additional factor merely requires the modiÞcation of the coeƒcient a(1)
d
.
LEMMA 4.24. For d3N
0
denote by aN (1)
d
the coeƒcients of the power series
A
1#z2
1#z B
=
+
d/0
a(1)
d
zd.
„hen we have
aN (1)
0
"1, aN (1)
1
"!3, aN (1)
d
"(!1)d ) 2(d2!d#2)
for d52.
Proof. According to the construction, we obtain
aN (1)
d
"a(1)
d
!a(1)
d~1
#2 d~1+
k/2
(!1)ka(1)
d~k
#2 ) (!1)d.
Since a(1)
d
!a(1)
d~1
"2 ) (!1)d(2d!1) for d52, we get for the coeƒcients
aN (1)
d
"2(2d!1)#4 d~2+
k/2
k %7%/
(2d!2k!1)#2
"4d#2(2d!1)(d!2)!2d(d!2)"2(d2!d#2)
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aN (1)
d
"!2(2d!1)!4 d~3+
k/2
k %7%/
(2d!2k!1)#2 ) (!2)!2
"!4d!4!2(2d!1)(d!3)#2(d!1)(d!3)"!2(d2!d#2)
in case that d53 is odd. Simple calculations yield aN (1)
0
and aN (1)
1
. j
THEOREM 4.25. Assume that charF
q
O2. …ith the above notations a lower
bound for the number of squarefree monic polynomials f of degree d over F
q
with
constant gcd ( f, fK ) is given by
tL (l)
4&
(q, d )"a
0
#a
1
!2 d+
k/2
k %7%/
(q(k2!3k#4)!k2#k!2)a
k
, d even,
tL (l)
4&
(q, d )"(q!3)a
1
#2 d+
k/3
k 0$$
(q(k2!3k#4)!k2#k!2)a
k
, d odd.
Proof. Combining the arguments of the proofs for Theorem 4.23 and
Lemma 4.24, respectively, leads to
tL (l)
4&
(q, d )" d+
k/0
aN (1)
k
a
k
"a
0
!3a
1
#2 d+
k/2
k %7%/
(k2!k#2!q (k2!3k#4))a
k
#4a
1
for even d and
tL (l)
4&
(q, d )" d+
k/0
aN (1)
k
a
k
"a
0
!3a
1
#2 d+
k/3
k 0$$
(q(k2!3k#4)!k2#k!2)a
k
in case of odd d. j
ENUMERATION OF SPECIAL POLYNOMIALS 147In case ’ ( f )"f d, we obtain a handy formula for td(l)
4&
as well by decompo-
sing (12), i.e.
(1!qz2)(1!Jqz )
(1!qz) (1!Jqz2)
,
in a suitable manner.
THEOREM 4.26. „he number of squarefree monic polynomials f of degree
d52 over F
q
satisfying gcd ( f, f d)"1 is bounded below by
td(l)
4&
(q, d )
"G
(q!1)(qd!qd@4)/(q#Jq#1), if d is even
(Jq!1)((q#Jq)qd~1@2#q(d‘1)@4) /(q#Jq#1), otherwise.
Proof. Setting
=
+
d/0
a(1)
d
zd"(1!qz2)(1!Jqz)
1!Jqz2
" =+
d/0
d %7%/
qd@4zd! =+
d/1
d 0$$
q(d‘1)@4zd
! =+
d/2
d %7%/
q(d‘2)@4zd# =+
d/3
d 0$$
q(d‘3)@4zd ,
=
+
d/0
a(2)
d
zd" 1
1!qz"
=
+
d/0
qdzd
implies
td(l)
4&
(q, d )" d+
k/0
a(1)
k
a(2)
d~k
,
where a(1)
0
"1, a(1)
1
"!Jq, a(1)
d
"(!1)d (1!Jq)q1@2vd/2w for d52 and
a(2)
d
"qd for d3N
0
. So, one has
td(l)
4&
(q, d )"qd~1@2(Jq!1)#(1!Jq) d+ (!1)kq1@2vk/2w‘d~k
k/2
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td(l)
4&
(q, d )"qd~1@2(Jq!1)#(1!Jq)qd d+
k/2
k %7%/
q~(3@4)k
!(1!Jq )qd~1@2 d~1+
k/3
k 0$$
q~(3@4)(k~1)
"qd~1@2(Jq!1)#(1!Jq)qd~1@2AJq
d@2
+
k/1
(q~3@2)k
!d@2~1+
k/1
(q~3@2)kB
"qd~1@2(Jq!1)
#(1!Jq)qd~1@2 q~(3@4)d‘1@2!Jq!q~(3@4)d‘3@2#1
1!Jqq
"(q#Jq#1)~1(qd~1@2(Jqq!1)#qd@4!qd!q(d@4)‘1#qd~1@2 )
"(q#Jq#1)~1(q!1)(qd!qd@4)
if d52 is even. Analogously, for odd d53 it follows that
td(l)
4&
(q, d)"qd~1@2(Jq!1)#(1!Jq)qd d~1+
k/2
k %7%/
q~(3@4)k
!(1!Jq)qd~1@2 d+
k/3
k 0$$
q~(3@4)(k~1)
"(q#Jq#1)~1(qd‘1!qd~1@2#q(d‘3)@4!qd!q(d‘1)@4#qd~1@2)
"(q#Jq#1)~1(Jq!1)((q#Jq )qd~1@2#q(d‘1)@4) . j
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Using the results of the preceding sections, we are now able to establish an
upper bound for the probabilities PK (q, d ) and Pd(q, d) , respectively. Denote
PK
u
(q, d)"1!pal4&(q, d)#t
L (l)
4&
(q, d)
pol
4&
(q, d)
, Pd
u
(q, d)"1!pol4&(Jq, d)#t
d(l)
4&
(q, d)
pol
4&
(q, d)
.
(14)
Clearly, PK (q, d)4PK
u
(q, d ) and Pd (q, d )4Pd
u
(q, d ) for d52.
The following main result answers the eƒciency problem of the prefactor-
ization by means of reciprocal polynomials and Frobenius conjugated
polynomials, respectively. Unfortunately, this method turns out to be disap-
pointing with regard to applications.
THEOREM 5.1. For d53 we have
PK
u
(q, d )"2#d
q
#OA
1
q2B, Pdu (q, d )"
Jq!1
q
#OA
1
q3@2B ,
where d"0 if q is even and d"1 otherwise.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, 3.2, 3.5, 4.23, 4.25, and 4.26, it is easy to verify the
order of magnitude of the terms appearing in (14). j
Moreover, since
DM f3F
q
[x] : f squarefree, monic, deg f"d, f (0)O0, deg gcd ( f, fK )"1ND
"pal
4&
(q, 1) DM f3F
q
[x] : f squarefree, monic, deg f"d!1, f (0)O0,
gcd ( f, fK )"1ND
DM f3F
q
[x] : f squarefree, monic, deg f"d, f (0)O0, deg gcd ( f, f d)"1ND
"pol
4&
(Jq, 1) DM f3F
q
[x] : f squarefree, monic, deg f"d!1, f (0)O0,
gcd ( f, f d)"1ND ,
the probability that gcd ( f, ’ ( f )) is linear can be bounded below.
150 ASTRID REIFEGERSTECOROLLARY 5.2. ‚et PK (1) (q, d) and Pd(1) (q, d ) be the probability that
gcd ( f,’ ( f )) is linear for a randomly selected squarefree monic polynomial f of
degree d over F
q
. Then
PK (1) (q, d )51#d
q
#OA
1
q2B, Pd(1) (q, d )5
Jq!2
q
#OA
1
q3@2B ,
where d is deÞned as above.
Remark 5.3. Alternatively, PK (1)(q, d) and Pd(1) (q, d ) can be understood as
the probability that a randomly selected squarefree monic polynomial
f3F
q
[x] of degree d has exactly one root in M$1N for ’ ( f )"fK and in F*Jq
for
’ ( f )"f d, respectively.
6. EMPIRICAL TESTS
In this section, we present the results of empirical experiments which are in
good agreement with the established bounds. We randomly select 1000
squarefree monic polynomials over F
q
of each of degree d3M25, 50, 100, 200,
500, 1000N and we determine the gcd with their image with respect to ’. The
tests were performed for q"2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 16, 25, 27, 49.
Let FK (q, d ), Fd(q, d )3Nd‘10 be the frequency vectors, i.e. FK i and F
d
i
count
the occurrence of polynomials with deg gcd ( f,’ ( f ))"i for 04i4d. Thus,
the probabilities PK and Pd of a sample correspond to
PK (q, d)" 1
1000
d~1
+
i/1
FK (q, d )
i
, Pd(q, d)" 1
1000
d~1
+
i/1
Fd(q, d )
i
,
respectively.
The results of the tests are presented in Table I. A listing of the complete
frequency vectors is given in the Appendix. The observed probabilities show
that PK
u
and Pd
u
are good bounds for PK and Pd, respectively. For the degrees
under consideration and the underlying precision the bounds are already
independent of d. Also the estimates for the probability of the occurrence of
linear gcd are in good agreement with the observations (cf. Appendix A).
As indicated by the results, a further investigation into the probability that
gcd ( f,’ ( f )) is a polynomial of degree i for 24i4d!1 is not useful. In
particular, the maximum degree of nontrivial factors in the samples suggests
that these probabilities are already very small for small i.
TABLE I
Values of P“ and Pd Compared to the Bounds PK u and P
d
u
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TABLE I—Continued
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APPENDIX A
TABLE A.I
Frequency Vectors F“ and Fd
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TABLE A.I—Continued
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TABLE A.I—Continued
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TABLE A.I—Continued
156 ASTRID REIFEGERSTEDistribution of the polynomials of a sample according to the degree of gcd. In the
tables for ’( f )" fd the parameter q is marked by *.
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